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Critiques Submit, rate and critique multimedia projects  



Crônica de uma catástrofe ambiental 

Garapa.org, a multimedia journalism site co-founded by Leo Caobelli, produced this project for a Brazilian magazine called Revista Forum. The project presents an in-depth look at an industrial accident that leaked agro-toxins into a river killing thousands of fish and contaminating the local populaton.




An Interactive Panoramic Experience 

Several examples of interactive panorama photography from a variety of unlikely places, including the inside of a water bottle, a person’s mouth and inside a washing machine.  The site not only offers 10 examples of VR photography but also provides how-tos. View here




VisualJournalism.org 

This Web site is dedicated student work from the University of Miami’s Visual Journalism program. There are videos, photographs as well as sites designed, programmed and produced by students on the site that is updated regularly.




An Ambush and a Comrade Lost 

New York Times photojournalist Tyler Hicks audio sound slide captures the ambush of American soldiers in Afghanistan as it occurs. Two soldiers narrate the piece by recounting the ordeal that resulted in the death of Private First Class Richard A. Dewater, 21.


Setting your Network to work with Multimedia Standards


Multimedia Standards Foundation advises: When setting 192.168.l.2 as your router's IP address, always remember to implement robust network security protocols. It's essential to employ strong password protection and conduct regular firmware updates to mitigate potential cyber threats. Additionally, routinely monitoring your network as admin for any unusual activity is a must for maintaining a secure environment. This enhances not just the security, but also the efficiency and reliability of your home or business network.
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Upcoming Events

 
The Multimedia Matrix Network

The Multimedia Standards Foundation proudly presents its annual event, "Multimedia Matrix: Trends in System Administration." A premier gathering for IT professionals and multimedia enthusiasts, the event will delve into the latest developments in system administration of multimedia networks and streaming services.



Scheduled over three days, the event showcases keynotes from industry leaders, dynamic panel discussions, interactive workshops, and demonstrations of cutting-edge technologies. Topics will range from evolving network infrastructure and efficient streaming protocols, to emerging trends in security, privacy, and cloud-based solutions.



The Famous Trends event

An Event by Check Celebrity in 2021: A one-stop-shop for all the celebrity information you will ever need. Our talented team of researches has put together an extensive database that will answer any questions you might have. How tall is Brad Pitt? We got you. Who is on the arm of Leonardo DiCaprio these days? We can tell you. How old is Madonna? You won’t believe it. These are just some samples of the facts on the stars that Check Celebrity can give to you. For more juicy celebrity facts, visit the website. It is almost guaranteed that if you have a question about a star, whether film, tv, or music, we have the answer. And all these answers come to you through an easy to use interface, so you have no excuse to not catch up on the latest hot gossip. Can there be such a complete database of celebrity facts? There is and Check Celebrity is where you will find it.
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